Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

CNS_Savar says:
@::Sitting in the pilot chair for the lead shuttle, after sending the orders, approaching planet::

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::exits shuttle, looks at everyone in battle gear, thinks: Man am I under dressed::

CEO_McDuggle says:
:: is at engineering console keeping a lock on the AT::

CMO_Cook says:
:: in Sickbay preparing to head to the Transporter room::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Skree, with their battle tanks, open fire on opposing Orion positions.

CIV_Charn says:
::exits the medical labs into main sickbay::

CNS_Savar says:
@::Lands, steps out onto planet::

CMO_Cook says:
Nurse: Have a Trauma team meet me in the Transporter room

SO_Llewellyn says:
@*CEO* Can you pinpoint the location of the transport inhibitors?

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::gets out tricorder and scans for transport inhibitors as well::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*SO*: working on it

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: There is very little return fire from the pirates.  They seem to be running in the face of the Skree tanks.

CNS_Savar says:
@SO: Your job will be to find the inhibitors.

CMO_Cook says:
<Nurse>: They are on their way

OPS_Janarn says:
@::waiting on the planet with my team, following the CNS::

SO_Llewellyn says:
@ CNS: You told me to coordinate with the CEO.

CIV_Charn says:
::overhears Cook but just walks through to the storage to make sure everything is in order::







CNS_Savar says:
@SO: Yes.  Please keep an open contact with him.

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::still looking at her tricorder::

SO_Llewellyn says:
@CNS: Aye.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: On the bridge of the Thomas sensor alerts go off.  There is a human life sign floating of the port bow.

OPS_Janarn says:
@CNS: Should we split up sir?  Or should our two teams go together?

XO_Claymore says:
Bridge: what's that?

CMO_Cook says:
CIV: I am going to head to the Transporter room, do you wish to stay here or come with me

CEO_McDuggle says:
XO: sir I have a human life sign on the port bow and am transporting it now

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The life sign is fading fast

XO_Claymore says:
CEO: Directly to Sickbay

CEO_McDuggle says:
::transports life sign to Sickbay""

CIV_Charn says:
::turns at Cook's voice:: CMO: I think your teams are more than ready to handle anything... I'll remain here but on call in case you  need an extra pair of hands.

XO_Claymore says:
*Sickbay*: Medical emergency, we've got a life sign coming in from space

CEO_McDuggle says:
XO: already done Sir

CMO_Cook says:
*XO* Understood










Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Captain Morgan materializes in sickbay.  He is no longer wearing his Starfleet uniform, but, instead has a very torn, purple robe on.  He is suffering from exposure to space.

SO_Llewellyn says:
@CNS: Sir I am picking up 15 inhibitors, perhaps Mr. Janarn can take them out with the shuttle, I can feed him the coordinates.

CMO_Cook says:
::seeing the Captain appear he goes to his aide::

CIV_Charn says:
::opens her eyes wide at the sight::

CMO_Cook says:
*XO* Sir, it is the captain

CEO_McDuggle says:
*SO* : I have the location of the transport inhibitors:: sends SO the coordinates::

CNS_Savar says:
@OPS: Mr. Janarn, do you think ground forces or shuttles would be more effective to locate and destroy the inhibitors?

CMO_Cook says:
::Begins scanning the Captain::

SO_Llewellyn says:
@*CEO* Thank you!

XO_Claymore says:
::stands up:: *CMO*: What's his condition?

CIV_Charn says:
::rushes to his side, avoiding to bump into Cook on the way::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Skree infantry begin to engage the remaining pirates in hand to hand combat.  There is no contest and the Skree mop them up easily.

OPS_Janarn says:
@CNS: We can definitely cover more ground quickly using the shuttles, sir.  Once we find the inhibitors, we can send down teams to destroy them.

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::thinks: Oh dear, more flying for me... I'll bet::









CIV_Charn says:
::rummages clumsily in the medical cart for drugs, watching the frozen moisture on his eyebrows::

Host CO_Morgan says:
::opens his eyes, and looks around in an unfocused fashion, give a twitch, then starts to give a small laugh that breaks down into a fit of coughing as blood froths at his lips::

CMO_Cook says:
::injects the captain with a drug to help him breath, then sees the blood ::

CNS_Savar says:
@OPS: Why not simply fire upon them with the shuttles?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The captured Starfleet crew on the ground begin to help the Skree with whatever weapon they can find.

XO_Claymore says:
CEO: Can you handle things up here?

SO_Llewellyn says:
@CNS: 15 between the three of us, we can wipe them out pretty handily with the shuttles - that would be 5 a piece ::can't believe she just volunteered to do that::

CIV_Charn says:
::cleans the trail of blood, looking into the captain's eyes wondering if he can see her or not:: CO: Jeffrey?

CEO_McDuggle says:
XO: no problem

OPS_Janarn says:
@CNS: My only concern would be that if we started firing on them, they would rush to protect the remaining ones....unless...

XO_Claymore says:
CEO: You've got the bridge... ::walks off to the Turbolift::

CNS_Savar says:
@OPS: Yes?

CMO_Cook says:
::makes scans of the CO’s chest area:: CIV: Many of his veins have busted leaking blood into his lungs

Host CO_Morgan says:
::croaks out barely intelligible words::  ...what's this...Fizer ..someth...new?  won't...work...








OPS_Janarn says:
@CNS: We could scan and target all of the inhibitors and then attack them in rapid succession.

SO_Llewellyn says:
@:: nods in agreement with OPS::

XO_Claymore says:
TL: Deck 5

CMO_Cook says:
CO: Sir, Please lay down, you need to stop talking

CEO_McDuggle says:
:: watches the XO leave and goes back to watching for holes in the inhibitor field::

CNS_Savar says:
@All: Alright, the three of us will board the shuttles and use their weaponry to eliminate them.  SO: Break the 15 inhibitors into groups of 5 and dole them out.

CNS_Savar says:
@Sec Teams: Team Leaders, take over.  Rescue survivors, and assist the Skree.

CIV_Charn says:
::hands Cook a medical tool:: CMO: Can you... please? I don't think I can be of much help right now but I can play nurse.

CNS_Savar says:
@All: Let's move.

SO_Llewellyn says:
@CNS: Aye Sir. I will feed the entire coordinates for all 15 to the shuttles and highlight which series of 5 each of us will handle.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Skree tanks roll right up to the compound buildings.  Some of them make their own doorways into the buildings.

XO_Claymore says:
::TL Stops... heads down the hall and towards Sickbay::

OPS_Janarn says:
@CNS: Aye, sir.  Let's do it!

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::sends information from her tricorder to the shuttle flight control panels::

Host CO_Morgan says:
::reaches up to touch Jadis's cheek::  At least...I get to see...her...worth...whatever the price...






CMO_Cook says:
::takes the tool and remembers how he felt when he was treating Heather:: CIV: Don’t worry

CNS_Savar says:
@::Moves back to his shuttle, and lifts off::

CMO_Cook says:
CIV: He will be fine, I promise

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::gets back into the shuttle as the download of information is completed::

OPS_Janarn says:
@::informs his team of what's going on and then boards the shuttle.  Within seconds, it takes off and begins to target the inhibitors the SO has assigned to him::

CNS_Savar says:
@COMM: Shuttles: Plan an efficient route, fly low, and as fast as possible.

CIV_Charn says:
::takes his hand:: CO: You are on the Thomas. ::her voice barely about a whisper, she nods gratefully at Cook, wondering what the captain has gone through::

XO_Claymore says:
::rushes into Sickbay and stops to see the Captain::

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::visualizes the bubble of white light protecting the shuttle and lifts off::

OPS_Janarn says:
@COMM: CNS Shuttle: Aye, sir.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Shortly after liftoff, the CNS' shuttle is hit by the last remaining antiaircraft emplacement.  All power is out, and there is a hull breach.

CMO_Cook says:
::He begins repairing the damage on the lungs::

CNS_Savar says:
@::Hovers, waiting for the SO's to lift off::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Several Skree tanks target the AAA and demolish it.

OPS_Janarn says:
@::Janarn flies low and quickly over the area to the first target...when he notices the CNS shuttle hit.::








XO_Claymore says:
::steps up as close as he dares and looks at the biomonitor::

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::sees the CNS' shuttle go down as hers goes up:: *CNS* are you alright? Do you need assistance?

OPS_Janarn says:
@COMM: CNS: Sir!

CNS_Savar says:
@::Shakes violently, smacking his head against the seat, and his upper body against the console::

OPS_Janarn says:
@::attempts to beam out the CNS into his shuttle::

CIV_Charn says:
::her eyes go from Cook to the biobed display and back to the captain, feeling incredibly useless::

Host CO_Morgan says:
::takes a shudder breath and shakes his head as if to clear away a disturbing vision::  Jadis:  Jadis...is it really you?

CEO_McDuggle says:
:: brings Ensign Dole up to date and turns the engineering console over to him and moves to the command chair::

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::hovers, looking around for another one of those antiaircraft guns::

CNS_Savar says:
@::Holding onto consciousness, he notes that all power is out::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Without power or control, the shuttle crashes into the dense forest nearby.  The CNS is out cold and bleeding from a head wound.

CMO_Cook says:
XO: He has serve damage to his lungs, as he has been exposed to the harshness of space

OPS_Janarn says:
@::notices that the inhibitors are still working...can't beam the CNS out::

CIV_Charn says:
CO: I am sure it's me ::she tries to smile:: Just please don't speak until doctor Cook says it's safe to do so, all right?






SO_Llewellyn says:
@*OPS* I'll go back to help him., you take out the coordinates.

OPS_Janarn says:
@COMM: Away Team: Ensign Oreo: Ensign, take a team of four and find the CNS.  Here are his last known coordinates.

Host CO_Morgan says:
::closes his eye's, and places a hand over them as he is again racked by spasms, this time from the tears which are streaming down his face::

CMO_Cook says:
::his right lung, has been repaired but his left is partly collapsed, the other half that isn’t collapsed is full of blood::

OPS_Janarn says:
@COMM: SO: Negative, Lt.  Keep focused on the mission.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: With the pirates out of the way, the Skree turn to the transport inhibitors and begin blowing them up.

OPS_Janarn says:
@COMM: I've sent a rescue party to get the Commander.

XO_Claymore says:
CMO: I've had a similar experience... can you keep him together?

OPS_Janarn says:
@::begins targeting the inhibitors and  FIRES!!!!

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::frowns:: *OPS* He could be injured - he might need medical treatment.

CIV_Charn says:
::brushes the tears away from his face with one hand, the other still holding his, trying to brush his thoughts with her mind::

CMO_Cook says:
XO: Help him together?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The combined attention of the Skree and the Thomas' crew manages to take out all transport inhibitors in a matter of minutes.

CEO_McDuggle says:
:: sees holes opening up in the inhibitor field:: Dole: start transporting the captives up

OPS_Janarn says:
@COMM: SO: Lt.!  Concentrate on the mission!








XO_Claymore says:
CMO: Will he pull through, doctor?

CMO_Cook says:
::Goes to the computer, and runs some more scans, the lung can be repaired with out being replaced.  The tissues just need to be restored.  Nanoprobs could do that::

CNS_Savar says:
@::Blood continues to spill over the console in front of Savar... the shuttle's nose, buried deep into the ground, starts to bend against the weight of the rest of the shuttle...::

CMO_Cook says:
XO: He will be fine, I just have to repair his lung.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The crew from the Brenton begin to beam aboard the Thomas and the Skree ship

SO_Llewellyn says:
@*OPS* I am a medical doctor. ::thinks: Damn... if Savar dies it will be on his hands... I don't know if he outranks me or not::

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::flies to a transport inhibitor that OPS has not taken out yet::

CIV_Charn says:
::finds it extremely easy to enter Morgan's mind, the usual barriers that even non-telepathic species have... but her face shows instant concern. Not even the first time she found anything like this::

CEO_McDuggle says:
COMM: OPS: I see the transport inhibitors are coming down any one need beamed immediately

XO_Claymore says:
::moves back into a corner and leans up against the wall, waiting for the doctor to finish his work::

OPS_Janarn says:
@::with transporters no longer inhibited, Janarn begins to locate the prisoners and beam them up.::

CMO_Cook says:
::He loads a hypo with the programmed nanoprobs, and injects them into the Captain, he also added a pain killer::

OPS_Janarn says:
@COMM: CEO: Yes, sir.  Find the Counselor.  He needs immediate attention.








SO_Llewellyn says:
@*CEO* Beam the CNS to sickbay, his shuttle wend down and there is no responses from his badge

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::fires at the inhibitor::

OPS_Janarn says:
@COMM: CEO: I'm beginning to beam the prisoners to the shuttle now.

CEO_McDuggle says:
*XO*: Sir just an update , the inhibitors are down and we are starting to transport personal

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The SO misses her target.

SO_Llewellyn says:
@*CEO* I suspect that he is injured.

CIV_Charn says:
::scattered thoughts, rambles... she feels suddenly lost inside a mind she thought she knew::

CMO_Cook says:
CO: These will begin repairing the damaged tissues around the lungs, then they will work their way out and repair the outer tissues as well::

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::thinks: Damn... more training on the holodeck for me....::

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::takes careful aim and fires again::

XO_Claymore says:
*CEO*: Good work, as soon as the inhibitors are done have the senior staff return. The Skree will be more than happy to take care of the clean up.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The SO's shot hits its target this time and the TI is destroyed.

OPS_Janarn says:
@COMM: SO: I've got on board all the prisoners I can hold in this shuttle.  It's your turn.

CEO_McDuggle says:
*OPS* roger we are right on it :: locates the CNS's shuttle and transport the crew to sickbay:: *Sickbay* : incoming wounded

CMO_Cook says:
::the tissues in the CO's lungs slowly being to be repaired by the nanoprobs and the fluids in the lungs also slowly begins to drop::





Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Skree armored vehicles begin to beam back to their ship.

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::flies to the next one::

CIV_Charn says:
::barely maintains a connection to the "outside" world to hear Cook, while trying to find some coherence in the Captain's mind. She treads farther inside into this... this unknown::

CMO_Cook says:
Computer: Activate the EMH

SO_Llewellyn says:
@*OPS* I thought we were taking care of the transport inhibitors and the ship would beam people up....

EMH says:
CMO: Please state the nature of the medical emergency.

OPS_Janarn says:
@COMM: Away Team: Ensign Doone: Doone, hold the fort.  We'll be back to pick you up.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CNS is beamed to sickbay.  He has lost a considerable amount of blood and is near death.

CNS_Savar says:
@::As Savar beams out, the nose of the shuttle gives into the stress and snaps.  The shuttle, now minus a Counselor, crashes violently, debris scattering::

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::takes careful aim at the next inhibitor and fires::

CMO_Cook says:
::how he hates it when it says that:: EMH: the CNS is wounded

OPS_Janarn says:
@COMM: SO: We're just helping as best we can.  They can't possibly beam them all up as quickly as if we helped.

XO_Claymore says:
::moves over to the CNS:: CNS: What happened?

EMH says:
CMO: I can see that, Doctor.

CMO_Cook says:
EMH: Go help him,

EMH says:
::Mock salutes as he pulls out his tricorder:: CMO: Yes, Captain.





OPS_Janarn says:
@::Janarn takes the shuttle back up to the Thomas and quickly lands in the main shuttle bay.::

SO_Llewellyn says:
@*OPS* I must be misunderstanding you.... Are we beaming people into the shuttle? Mine can only carry 6... ::flies to the next inhibitor::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*OPS* :Janarn we got the CNS

CIV_Charn says:
::not noticing, she gets the goose bumps, treading deeper and deeper until she finally finds what she was looking for: the barrier::

Host CO_Morgan says:
::moans softly then relaxes as the nanoprobs and Jadis continue to work...::

EMH says:
::Scans the Counselor, noting all the internal damage.

CMO_Cook says:
::runs another scan on the CO, his life signs are more normal::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: All 15 TI's have been destroyed

OPS_Janarn says:
*CEO* Thanks Chief.  We were worried about them.

EMH says:
::The primary damage is the head wound.  Close that up with the dermal regenerator, then work on the concussion::

EMH says:
CMO: I need life support systems brought over.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Skree commence with "mop up" operations.

OPS_Janarn says:
*XO* Sir, I've brought back 20 of the prisoners myself and am going back to provide cover support for the ground troops.

SO_Llewellyn says:
@*OPS* Will the transporters on the shuttles beam to the ship?

CEO_McDuggle says:
*OPS* : I haven't got any reports from sickbay yet but he is in good hands

CMO_Cook says:
::looks at the EMH, and then at the nurse:: Nurse: Bring him the life support systems






CIV_Charn says:
::still as a statue, she probes the mental barrier, trying to get his permission to move through it::

EMH says:
::The head wound is closing slowly.. he's losing too much blood::

XO_Claymore says:
*OPS*: Keep close, we may need to return to the station quickly.

OPS_Janarn says:
@::wonders why the SO is taking so long:: COMM: SO: Never mind, Lt.  I think the Thomas can handle the rest.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CNS is now a very pale shade of green.

EMH says:
::Notes the approach of the life support systems, and hooks them up, first lungs, then heart.:: Nurse: We need plasma, as well.

OPS_Janarn says:
*XO*: Aye, sir.

CMO_Cook says:
CIV: He is stable now, it will take awhile for the damage tissue to be fixed, and I am sure he has one hell of a head ache but he should pull though

CEO_McDuggle says:
Tactical: report any vessel besides the Skree

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::shrugs:: *OPS* Are we done?

EMH says:
::Finally stops the bleeding::

Host CO_Morgan says:
~~~::A hand reaches out of the barrier and drags Jadis across:: ~~~

EMH says:
Self: Good, no more blood loss.

CIV_Charn says:
::nods at Cook apparently absent-mindedly, feeling the mental tug across the barrier:: ~~CO: Jeff? ~~

CMO_Cook says:
::can sense that the CIV, is some how connected to the CO::  CIV: You there ::wonders if he should do anything::







EMH says:
::Works on the internal bleeding further in the head... stop the bleeding, and the concussion can be cleared up::

OPS_Janarn says:
@COMM: SO: Let's go pick up our troops and get back to the ship.  The XO said we might be needed right away.

CEO_McDuggle says:
Dole: keep a close eye on those shuttles

EMH says:
::An alarm goes off as the vitals drop even further!::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: OPS' shuttle suddenly encounters wind shear and banks hard to port, spinning.

SO_Llewellyn says:
@*OPS* Aye.

Host CO_Morgan says:
~~~::a mental image of Morgan sitting behind his desk on Arcadia addresses Jadis::  Jadis:  How did you get here?  Did Fizer bring you here too? ~~~

CIV_Charn says:
::her head nods to Cook, but she can barely register him::

CMO_Cook says:
::looks at the biomonitor again, noting the CO has some unusual brain waves, most likely resulting in the telepathic link between the CIV and the CO::

CMO_Cook says:
EMH: How are you doing

EMH says:
::Swears in a language that no one would know... just some random one from the computer, and works to adjust the life support systems to bring Savar back to barely alive::

OPS_Janarn says:
@::uses all his piloting skills to take the shuttle back up above the atmosphere::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*OPS, SO* report how are you doing

EMH says:
CMO: Level 1 diagnostics report 100% functional.








CIV_Charn says:
::watches the surroundings he has chosen and nods inwardly. It's a logical choice of a place:: ~~CO: No. He brought you back... left you floating in space just off the Thomas. We are in... ::looks around again:: We are in the Thomas' sickbay ~~

EMH says:
CMO: Now let me return to my critical patient.

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::lands:: *Team 3* I am at the landing site. Please come.

SO_Llewellyn says:
*CEO* I am fine. I am picking up team three now, sir.

CMO_Cook says:
::feeling the CO will be fine, he goes to Savers side, noting the biomonitor::

OPS_Janarn says:
@COMM:SO: Lt. we've got some sort of problem.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: despite the OPS officer's best effort, the shuttle's port engine scrapes a tall tree and the shuttle plummets to the ground.

CMO_Cook says:
EMH: what is going on, his vitals dropped

OPS_Janarn says:
@COMM: SO: I'm going down, Lt.!!!!

SO_Llewellyn says:
@*OPS* What is it?

OPS_Janarn says:
@::hits the emergency beam out button on the shuttle control panel::

EMH says:
CMO: His loss of blood has not been contained.  He's still bleeding internally in the head, as well as several places in the chest.

Host CO_Morgan says:
~~~ Jadis:  Is this another one of your tricks?!  Leave me alone!  ::turns the chair around and stares out the porthole:: ~~~

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::gasps, whips out the tricorder to determine his last position and a trajectory for his shuttle "landing"::

CMO_Cook says:
::picks up a tricorder and begins scanning:: EMH: have you planned out a treatment yet?






Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: OPS' shuttle's transporter is non-responsive.

OPS_Janarn says:
@::thinks to himself, wouldn't you know it?""::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*SO* report I just lost OPS shuttle

SO_Llewellyn says:
@*OPS* Are you okay? Speak to me Janarn!

XO_Claymore says:
::decides to walk over to the Captain's side::

EMH says:
CMO: I plan on stabilizing him, then working on the head, then the rest of his body.

CIV_Charn says:
::feels her heart beating loudly on her side:: ~~CO: Are you talking about Fizer? You should be able to tell if it is me by now. Don't you believe you could? ~~

SO_Llewellyn says:
@*CEO* he just told me he is going down. ::looks at her readings again::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The shuttle plunges through tall tree branches.  One branch breaks through the wind screen narrowly missing Janarn's head.

CEO_McDuggle says:
*SO* : roger

EMH says:
::Manages to stabilize the Counselor again, then works on the internal bleeding in the head::

OPS_Janarn says:
@::hears the SO:: COMM: SO: I'm plummeting!

CMO_Cook says:
::still scanning the head:: EMH: that is not what I meant, how are you going to stop the bleeding ::he injects the CNS with a clotting agent::

CEO_McDuggle says:
Dole : see if you can get a lock on Janarn

OPS_Janarn says:
@::ducks from the branch and sighs in relief.::










CEO_McDuggle says:
<Dole> : sir I have him

XO_Claymore says:
::notices CIV and CO's actions, as if they are talking without speaking:: CIV, CO: Are you two... ::unable to finish the question::

Host CO_Morgan says:
~~~ ::turns back to Jadis, stands up and walks over to her, looking intently at her::  Jadis:  You made it here...not even he  made it here...~~~

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The shuttle comes to a sudden stop and Janarn is thrown, chair and all through the broken windscreen and onto the ground.  The shuttle hangs above him on one large tree branch.

EMH says:
CMO: My dear Doctor, if you're not familiar with the tools of your trade, perhaps you would be better off standing back.

CEO_McDuggle says:
Dole: then beam him out of there

CMO_Cook says:
::he picks up a device and begins repairing the internal bleeding::

OPS_Janarn says:
@::looks up after a few moments trying to recover and notices the precarious position he is in::

CMO_Cook says:
EMH: You are out of line, Computer: Deactivate the EMH

CIV_Charn says:
XO: Yes we are ::her voice as if coming from far away::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The tree branch starts to buckle under the weight of the shuttle.

SO_Llewellyn says:
@*OPS* Speak to me... Janarn.... are you there?

EMH says:
::Thinks he finishes the internal bleeding in the head, and reaches for his tricorder when he dematerializes::

OPS_Janarn says:
@COMM: SO: Heather!  You'd better get here quickly!







CEO_McDuggle says:
<Dole> :: activates transporter and beams OPS  to sick bay

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::looks at team 3:: T3: wait here. :;gets in the shuttle::

OPS_Janarn says:
@::begins to shimmy down the tree as fast as possible, trying to get out of the possible path of the soon to be falling shuttle::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Janarn can hear the tree branch break and the shuttle fall as he is beamed away from the planet.

CMO_Cook says:
::finished up where the EMH left off, the internal bleeding has stopped, he picks up the tricorder and makes another scan.::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*SO* we have him and are transporting him now

CIV_Charn says:
::returning the captain's gaze inside his created environment:: ~~CO: I have been here before. Well... not here in particular but... You let me make it each time. ~~

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::prepares to lift off, hears CEO:: *CEO* Alright.

OPS_Janarn says:
::feels himself dematerialize just as the shuttle passes through his position::

SO_Llewellyn says:
@*CEO* Can you check the atmospheric conditions ::is getting very nervous::

XO_Claymore says:
::doesn't know what to say next:: CO: Sir, are you alright, do you know where you've been?

CMO_Cook says:
::the CNS's life signs has gone back up, he injects him with a drug to make him wake::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*SO* : how many of our people are left down there

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The shuttle falls right onto the spot that Janarn was in a mere nanosecond earlier.

Host CO_Morgan says:
~~:: reaches out to touch her face with one hand, jerking back just before he does so, as if he is afraid of what he might find...then finally connecting with her, and then enfolding her in his arms::  Jadis:  I thought I had lost you forever...~~~







SO_Llewellyn says:
@*CEO* I believe all the teams are still here.

CMO_Cook says:
CNS: Mr. Savar, you there

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The entirety of the captured Brenton crew is beamed either to the Skree vessel or the Thomas.  All the pirates have either been killed or have fled.

CNS_Savar says:
CMO: Doctor... I am injured.  ::Slips into Vulcan healing trance::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*SO* we are checking now but just get back here we will beam any personal left back up

SO_Llewellyn says:
@*CEO* just to be on the safe side... beam up team 3 please, I will attempt to fly this shuttle out, if you would please give me the atmospheric conditions ::looks nervously at the sky::

XO_Claymore says:
CIV: He can hear me, right? Is he able to respond through you?

CMO_Cook says:
::that is not what he wanted the Vulcan to do, he gets one of the staff doctors to begins working on the CNS's minor wounds.  well at least this way no one has to listen to him::

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::gets prepared to lift off, visualizes the white light surrounding the ship::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*SO* : things are a little unstable so just get the shuttle back here, Dole: beam our people back aboard the ship

OPS_Janarn says:
*Dole* : Thank you.

CMO_Cook says:
::Donnie goes back to the CO:  XO: Is the CIV and CO still linked?

CIV_Charn says:
::her heart rate increases some more as she shakes her head to Claymore and feels Jeff's arms around her in their mind-created environment:: ~~CO: I wanted to convince myself you wouldn't be coming back. I didn't want to, but...~~

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::lifts off the ground, starts to fly up to the ship, keeping an eye on the weather::










Host CO_Morgan says:
~~~ Jadis:  Then the nightmare is over?  It's safe to come back?  Am I finally home? ~~~

OPS_Janarn says:
*CEO*: Thanks, Chief.  Are the rest of the prisoners safe?

XO_Claymore says:
CMO: Yes, and I think the connection is getting stronger. It's hard to communicate with either one.

CEO_McDuggle says:
<Dole>::starts beaming personal back  aboard::

CMO_Cook says:
XO: Do you think I should break the connection or try to communicate with them mentally

CMO_Cook says:
::picks up a tricorder and scans both the CO and CIV::

CNS_Savar says:
::If one was familiar with Vulcan mental physiology, they would note that Savar has gone from a healing trance to a sleep-like state::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*OPS*: no problem and we are just finishing beaming everyone aboard

SO_Llewellyn says:
@::safely gets out of the atmosphere::

XO_Claymore says:
::thinks a moment:: CMO: Unless there is danger to either one of them.... leave them alone. He's been through a lot and she is probably helping his mind come back to the real world

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Skree beam the last of their troops off the planet and report to Thomas that they are returning to Arcadia to deliver the wounded.

SO_Llewellyn says:
@*CEO* I am arriving in the shuttlebay now. ::brings shuttle in for a landing::

CEO_McDuggle says:
*SO* : you are cleared for shuttle bay one

CIV_Charn says:
::a tear rushes down her left cheek, unchecked:: ~~CO: Yes, you are back home. And I believe lots of people want to speak with you. ~~






SO_Llewellyn says:
*CEO* Thanks. ::smiles seeing how she's already landed::

OPS_Janarn says:
::uses his internal healing powers and heals himself::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION:  The SO scrapes a bit of paint from the side of the shuttle upon landing, but otherwise brings it in safely.

OPS_Janarn says:
::reports to the bridge::

SO_Llewellyn says:
Self: Not bad! ::mentally congratulates herself for a successful shuttle run::

CMO_Cook says:
::looks at the tricorder:: XO: No there isn’t really any danger to either of them,

Host CO_Morgan says:
~~~ ::with a worried look around:: Jadis:  You're sure it is safe?  ::then nods his ascent::  Take me back then. ~~~

CEO_McDuggle says:
* XO*: sir the Skree have beamed all their personal aboard and are heading for Arcadia now

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CEO sees Janarn arrive on the bridge with all the little cuts and bruises on him...not to mention the torn uniform.

XO_Claymore says:
::moves off:: *CEO*: Are all our people on board?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Skree ship cloaks and leaves.

CEO_McDuggle says:
::Sees OPS:: OPS: Janarn are you sure you are ready for duty

SO_Llewellyn says:
::departs shuttlebay one, gets to the lift::

CIV_Charn says:
::squeezes Morgan's hand:: ~~CO: I am sure. Let's go... back. ~~ ::smiles and starts working her way out, noticing how fast the thoughts out of the barrier start resuming a more normal pattern::









SO_Llewellyn says:
::enters lift:: TL: Bridge.

CEO_McDuggle says:
*XO* Yes sir we have just beamed the last of them aboard and the SO's Shuttle has landed

SO_Llewellyn says:
::arrives on the bridge, smiles at the CEO::

OPS_Janarn says:
CEO: I'm fine, Chief.  Thanks.

CEO_McDuggle says:
OPS: I am not so sure you need to report to sickbay and have the doctor check you out

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Janarn suddenly falls tot he deck, unconscious, from a concussion he didn't know he had.

XO_Claymore says:
*CEO*: Leave our calling card in orbit of the planet and then head for home.

Host CO_Morgan says:
::as he comes back to full consciousness, blinks he eyes and looks around again, this time with rational thought behind his eyes, asks in a low voice::  All:  How long have I been gone?

SO_Llewellyn says:
::rushes over to Janarn, whips her tricorder out and reaches for the medical sensor wand - which is not there:: Self: Damn.

CEO_McDuggle says:
::sees OPS fall:: Dole : transport him to sickbay

CMO_Cook says:
::turns when he hears the CO voice:: CO: Sir,

CEO_McDuggle says:
*XO*: Roger sir

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Janarn disappears from under the SO and materializes in sickbay.

CIV_Charn says:
::lets go a breath and removes the hand off the Captain's face::

XO_Claymore says:
::turns around and walks over to the CO:: CO: Too long sir, way too long.

SO_Llewellyn says:
::thinks, just as well, no med. kit in hand... I gotta remember - I am a SCIENCE officer now, med. kit not in hand....::





Host CO_Morgan says:
XO:  It seemed like an eternity to me.

CEO_McDuggle says:
SO: could you leave as our XO calls it our calling card. FCO: set a course for Arcadia

SO_Llewellyn says:
::stands back up:: CEO: Our calling card? Sir?

CMO_Cook says:
::sees the OPS appear, thinks he can keep the CNS company, he begins running some scans on the OPS::

SO_Llewellyn says:
::looks puzzled::

CEO_McDuggle says:
SO: we need to leave a beacon in orbit

CIV_Charn says:
::her eyes raise to look at the biobed display, now able to actually read what the results of the different simultaneous scans being permanently performed on the Captain's body are::

SO_Llewellyn says:
CEO: Ohhhh. Ok. ::goes to SCI I, releases a beacon into a standard orbit::

SO_Llewellyn says:
::wonders... is dinner a no-go then?::

CMO_Cook says:
::while scanning the OPS, he turns to the CO: CO: sir I will need to run some more scans on you before are ready to leave

CEO_McDuggle says:
FCO: engage warp 3

XO_Claymore says:
CO: Well, not quite that long, but it was close

Host CO_Morgan says:
::reaches out to take Jadis' hand and repeats in a whisper::  ...like an eternity...

OPS_Janarn says:
::wonders what the heck happened::

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.


